SINR in a CoMP amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying manner in downlink multi-cell networks. Through the BFer designs, we also examine the effectiveness of CoMP AF relaying in Automatic Retransmission reQuest (ARQ) in such multi-cell wireless networks.
CoMP transmission can be, in general, categorized as inter-site and intra-site CoMPs [1] . Inter-site CoMP performs coordinated transmissions among base stations (BSs) of different cells, while intra-site CoMP only involves coordinations among the different sectors of one cell. Compared to intra-site CoMP, inter-site CoMP is in general much harder to realize due to extra challenges on such as network synchronization, user clustering, backhaul loading, and channel state information (CSI) estimation and feedback accuracy [1] . Nevertheless, inter-site CoMP still attracts significant research attentions as it provides promising gains in system throughput [1] . To fully exploit the potential of inter-site CoMP, BSs should jointly transmit data to multiple SSs. The CoMP system, in this case, becomes a virtual MIMO system wherein both data and CSIs are required to exchange in realtime among BSs [1] . This, however, poses great challenges on the speed and loading of the network that connects the BSs. In view of these constraints, [5] studies coordinated beamforming (BF) that does not require such realtime data exchanges. The BFers discussed throughout this paper basically follow this design methodology in principle.
Despite the throughput potential of inter-site CoMP, the system overhead to estimate and provide CSI at the transmitter (CSIT), and the accompanying estimation and feedback errors make the number of antennas that might be coordinated essentially limited [6] . Besides, to avoid using BF methods that involve complex multi-BS joint processing, limited MIMO network coordination is preferred [7] . Considering these constraints, it seems more practical to form several adjacent cells into a cluster, and a cluster control unit (CU) exists to collect CSIs, synthesize BFers and coordinates coherent transmissions in the cluster. The BFers studied in the sequel are basically designed for this type of CoMP architecture, though not particularly depending on a certain clustering method. Several existing clustering methods can been found in [1] , [8] . In particular, field trials in [1] show that significant gain can still be obtained for downlink CoMP in small clusters of largescale cellular networks, in spite of the various aforementioned constraints and impairments in practice. Results in [9] also show that the gain of using CoMP is still larger than the performance loss from imperfect synchronization even in large multi-cell networks, (according to metrics proposed therein to evaluate the impact of asynchronousness).
Another limiting factor for CoMP transmissions is that the SINR at cellular boundaries is typically low due to the intrinsically weak received signal coming from the associated BS. This makes it difficult to maintain the quality of service (QoS) at cellular boundaries. To overcome this difficulty in single-cell systems, RSs can be used in ARQ to improve the throughput of SSs [4] . In contrast to two-hop relaying [3] , the RSs, in this case, retransmit only if the SSs fail to decode data or feed back acknowledgments. Based on this relaying mechanism and the coordinated BF concept in [5] , we study herein BFers designs for inter-site downlink CoMP AF relaying used in ARQs. The presented methods can be extended for two-hop relaying as well. More complete discussions about the architecture, feasibility and effectiveness of relay technologies in LTE-Advanced can be found in [2] , [4] , [10] , [11] .
Considering that resources allocated for information exchanges are likely to be limited between RSs of different cells, we choose to study CoMP AF BF schemes that require CSI feedbacks from RSs and SSs only. Since no realtime data exchange is needed among BSs or RSs, this design criterion also reduces the algorithm's dependence on precise network synchronization. Nevertheless, to suppress multiple access interference (MAI), both BSs and RSs need to have multiple antennas no less than the number of cells, and the CU that synthesizes the BFers needs to have the full downlink CSIs between the BSs, RSs and SSs for the cluster of interest.
The CSI available at the CU are subject to uncertainties from channel estimation, feedback delay and quantization errors. With small amount of bits reserved for CSI feedbacks and advanced estimation schemes to be used in the emerging nextgeneration cellular networks, quantization errors and feedback delays are likely to be the dominant sources of uncertainties in CSIs [12] . To compensate the performance degradation due to CSI feedbacks errors, we adopt a bounded uncertainty model for CSI at the CU [13] . According to this uncertainty model, we design robust linear BFers for RSs to minimize the total transmit power that satisfies the SINR requirement of each single SS for all uncertainties within a specified region. The uncertainties considered in this kind of worstcase designs do not necessarily require statistical models, and, hence, may incorporate other system uncertainty factors, e.g. estimation errors, in CSI as well. Robust designs based on similar uncertainty models for typical CoMP systems or relaying can also be found in [12] , [14] [15] [16] [17] .
In contrast to the rich results in robust designs for typical AF relaying [16] , [17] or downlink CoMP [12] , few literatures discuss CoMP relaying [18] or CoMP AF relaying [19] . To the best of our knowledge, robust BFers for CoMP AF relaying have not been studied before in the proposed context. The BFer designs appear to be a challenging optimization problem. The difficulties mainly lie in the coupled BS-to-RS and RS-to-SS CSI uncertainties in AF relaying. To alleviate the difficulties, we seek for low-complexity suboptimal designs to construct the robust BFers and evaluate the impact of the uncertainties on BFers' performance. To this end, we first formulate a semi-robust design criterion that ignores the BSto-RS CSI uncertainties. Based on this criterion, we then establish the necessary and rank-one condition for the optimal BF matrices, making use of the S-procedure [20] . This rankone structure greatly reduces the complexities in BFer designs. Using a semi-definite relaxation (SDR) procedure similar to those in [21] , the robust design problem can further be transformed into a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem, and then be solved with the commercialized optimization solvers such as CVX or SeDuMi [22] , [23] .
Though elegant, the above SDR approach does not provide an explicit structure for BFers, and cannot be extended to handle the full robust design problems considered herein. Alternatively, we develop another approach for the semi-robust design problem based on a two-tier iterative procedure of quadratic constrained quadratic programming (QCQP). The resultant BFers possess near closed-form expressions and have a lower complexity in realization. Simulation results also show that the BFers present a performance very close to the SDR one, in the senses of power consumption and BFer's feasibility. More importantly, the proposed QCQP scheme can be extended to solve a conservative but full robust design that accounts for the BS-to-RS CSI uncertainties as well. According to our simulations, the performance degradations due to the extra uncertainties in the BS-to-RS CSI is very limited. And the downlink throughput close to the joint cellular boundaries can be effectively improved, when applying the proposed BFers and CoMP AF relaying methods to ARQ in the simulated multi-cell networks. Although the results are examined from a physical layer point of view, and the optimal solution for the full robust design is still an open problem, considering the tradeoff between the performance and feasibility in BFer syntheses, the proposed CoMP AF relaying method seems to provide an effective compromise in maintaining the SINR, and hence the QoS, in CoMP systems. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT FOR COMP AF RELAYING
We consider a CoMP system that exists a CU to collect CSIs feedbacks, synthesize BFers and coordinate transmissions and retransmissions in a cluster [1] . Training signals are sent by the participating BSs and RSs regularly, from which RSs and SSs can estimate the downlink BS-to-RS, BS-to-SS and RS-to-SS CSIs, respectively. The CSI estimates are quantized and fed back through their associated BSs to the CU. The BSs and RSs are later informed of their own BF vectors or matrices via their associated BSs. A diagram illustrating such a coordination procedure for a two-cell cluster is presented in Fig. 1 .
When employing downlink CoMP transmission and AF relaying, for instance, in a two-cell network in Figs. 1 and 2, the CU first chooses two SSs from different cells to form a cluster and then coordinates the BSs of the two cells to do downlink CoMP data transmissions to the two SSs. At the end of a transmission round, the SSs decode the packets, and detect and feed back whether there are errors in their packets. If both of the SSs find errors, the CU will coordinate the RSs, through their BSs, to resend the data in a CoMP AF relaying manner. In case only one SS of the cluster detects errors, the system may need to reform a new cluster for CoMP relay retransmissions, and a new cluster for the other SS as well if the SS does not have packets for retransmissions in its associated RS. In case of no error, the CoMP transmission continues if needed.
Considering the limitation on the number of antennas that can be jointly coordinated (either across BSs or RSs), the BFer design for downlink CoMP AF relaying is studied for a small cluster that consists of N cells, with each of which consists of a single BS and a RS. To enhance the received signal quality near cellular boundaries, RSs are considered only located between the BSs and SSs [24] as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and are, thus, in a fair distance from their joint boundaries. Under this geometrical relationship, interferences to RSs from signals of the BSs of adjacent cells are likely to be very small and are, thus, ignored in the subsequent BFer designs. The complexity of BFer designs can be much reduced due to this simplification. A similar approach has also been adopted in [25] to seek for a proper balance between BFers' performance and CSI feedback overheads in typical downlink CoMP systems. The effects due to ignoring this type of crosscell BS-to-RS MAI will be assessed later by simulations to verify the proposed BFer design methods.
A. System and Signal Models
Under the system architecture introduced previously, RSs only account for signals from their associated BSs. Neverthelss, a SS i close to the edge of its cell C i , will receive its desired signal from BS i or its associated RS i , and meanwhile picks up interferences from BS j or RS j , ∀j = i. To suppress the interferences in CoMP transmissions without data sharing among the BSs or RSs, each BS or RS should be equipped with at least N antennas, while each SS may have only one antenna. For simplicity, we assume in this paper that each BS or RS has exactly N antennas, and each SS has one antenna only. The results obtained herein can be easily extended to cases with more antennas.
According to the above system setting, the signal received at RS i can be modeled as
where x i stand for the data symbols of unit power sent for SS i from BS i , and h bi,ri H bi,ri w bi in which H bi,ri ∈ C can be regarded as an equivalent channel vector between BS i and RS i .
The signals received at SS i through CoMP AF relaying from RS j , ∀j, can be written as
where W ri ∈ C N ×N are the BF matrices for RS i in C i and h rj ,si ∈ C N ×1 are the channel vectors from RS j to SS i . Again all entries in h rj ,si are modeled as flat Rayleigh faded, and the noise n si are ∼ CN(0, σ 2 ). The total average transmit power from RS i , ∀i, is given by
For signals sent from RS i , the SINR observed at SS i can thus be expressed as
Based on the above system setting and signal models, we study in the sequel BFer designs for CoMP AF relaying in order to maintain the SINR of SS i , ∀i, in retransmissions. We note that the BS BF vectors w bj are assumed given when designing W rj since RSs are considered only used in ARQs. Existing results for the design of w bj can be found for instance in [12] , [14] , [15] , we therefore focus on the design of W rj for the rest of the paper.
B. Beamformer Design Criteria
To maintain the SINR (r)
i , ∀i, without the loss of generality (WLOG), W ri can be jointly designed to meet a target SINR, γ 0 , according to an SINR constrained power minimization criterion for CoMP AF relaying (SCPM-R), formulated as
The design criterion of SCPM-R requires the full CSIs for h bi,ri and h rj ,si , ∀i, j. To cope with the uncertainties in CSI feedbacks, we study robust designs to maintain the SINR for all SSs. To this end, the channel uncertainties are modeled as
whereh bi,ri andh rj ,si are the channel vectors available at the CU, and e bi,ri and e rj ,si , both ∈ C N ×1 , are their associated unknown uncertainty vectors.
Observe from (3) that the objective function, P r , is directly affected by h bi,ri and, thus, by e bi,ri as well, which makes P r vary even if W ri are fixed. Therefore, it becomes more reasonable to find W ri that minimize the maximum P r for all e bi,ri fell within a bounded region. According to the models of (6) and (7), the original SCPM-R criterion for W ri is modified into a robust SCPM criterion for CoMP AF relaying (R-SCPM-R), given by
where h bi,ri and h rj ,si in P r and SINR
are modeled by (6) and (7), respectively.
The design criterion of R-SCPM-R turns out to be a challenging optimization problem, and no optimal solution is obtained in this paper. To resolve the difficulty and approach the final goal, we alternatively consider a degenerated version of R-SCPM-R that only accounts for the uncertainties in h rj ,si . This design criterion is referred to as the semi-robust SCPM criterion for CoMP AF relaying (SR-SCPM-R), and is formulated as
(9) Though less realistic, this design criterion is valid in cases where RSs are allocated enough resources for CSI feedbacks. Given that RSs are closer to their associated BSs than SSs, and are located in places that often have clear line-of-sight transmission paths to their BSs, this assumption seems reasonable because of the high signal quality between BSs and RSs. More importantly, the results obtained from solving this problem can be extended to handle the robust criterion of R-SCPM-R, even if in a rather conservative manner. In the next section, we first introduce the BFer designs according to the criterion of SR-SCPM-R (9). We note that the designs of nonrobust w bj for BSs follow the criterion of (5) but using the SINR expression for downlink CoMP transmission [12] , [14] , [15] . And the robust designs of w bj also follow the criterion of (9), with e rj,si replaced by e bj ,si .
III. SEMI-ROBUST BEAMFORMER DESIGN FOR COMP AF RELAYING
Before we introduce the design methods, we first establish the necessary condition for the optimal BFers, W ri , with which the complexities of designs can be greatly reduced.
Lemma 1: The optimal CoMP AF BF matrices W ri , ∀i, for the criteria of SCPM-R (5) and SR-SCPM-R (9) are rank-one and can always be factorized as (10) where w i ∈ C N ×1 . The proofs of the two problems are similar, and, in fact, the criterion of SCPM-R is a special case of the SR-SCPM-R. We, thus, present the proof for the SR-SCPM-R only.
Proof: The basic idea follows the approaches of [26] , [27] to transform the infinite number of constraints from ∀ e rj ,si ≤ r,s , ∀i, j, in this case, into a finite number of linear matrix inequalities (LMI) with the S-procedure [20] . The S-procedure states that for
and c ∈ R, the inequalities v
Now if we introduce some auxiliary variables t j,i ≥ 0, ∀i, j, then the constraint of SINR (r) i ≥ γ 0 on (4) can be transformed into three types of constrains, which are, respectively, |h
r,s , ∀i, j, the first two constrains can be transformed with the above S-procedure (11), leading to:
The function of Blkdiag{A, B} constructs a block diagonal matrix out of the square matrices A and B.
The Lagrangian for (12) can be shown to be
where P r is defined in (3), and ρ i ≥ 0 and Y j,i 0 are Lagrangian multipliers. Taking the derivative of (13) with respect to (w.r.t.) W ri and setting it to the zero matrix yields
with 
Supposed that no uncertainty occurs in the feedbacks of h rj ,si , ∀i, j, the SCPM-R criterion of (5) can then be reformulated as
where
. This formulation is a standard form of QCQP in [28] . The optimal BF vectors w ri can thus be solved directly with the algorithms presented therein.
A. Semi-Robust Beamformer Design Based on the SProcedure and SDR
Based 
The SR-SCPM-R criterion of (9) ensures that every SS will be served with an SINR at least better than the target value, γ 0 , for all channel uncertainties, e rj,si , whose e rj ,si ≤ r,s . This, in fact, imposes an infinite number of constraints on the SR-SCPM-R problem. As pointed out in Lemma 1, the infinite number of constraints can be reduced to a finite number of LMIs if we first introduce some auxiliary variables t j,i ≥ 0, ∀i, j, to transform the constraint of SINR (r) i ≥ γ 0 on (16) into three ones which are h bi,ri
The constrains that involve e rj ,si , namely α j,i , can then be transformed with the S-procedure according to (11) since α j,i are quadratic functions in e rj ,si . Consequently, by the definitions
whereH rj,si [I Nhrj ,si ], ∀i, j. If we relax the constraint of rank{W ri } = 1, then the programming problem becomes a standard form of SDP. The corresponding BFers, W ri , can be obtained with the available optimization solvers such as SeDuMe or CVX [22] , [23] .
Based on the complexity analysis on the interior-point method for solving SDP in [29] , the complexity order for solving (17) can be shown to be O(N 6 ) per iteration 1 . The BFers W ri are optimal if they satisfy the rank-one condition, too. By inspection from our simulations, W ri seem to always satisfy the rank-one condition, though this phenomenon is not theoretically proven herein. Similar observations had been reported in [26] , [27] as well for other robust designs using the S-procedure. The proposed SDR approach (17) can thus be practically considered as a nearly optimal solver.
B. Semi-Robust Beamformer Design Based on a Two-Tier Iterative QCQP
The SDR approach is, however, less friendly for practical implementations. Motivated by the results in [30] , [31] , we present next a more intuitive way to transform the infinite number of constraints in the SR-SCMP-R criterion of (9). The approach is less complex and can also be extended to handle the R-SCPM-R problem of (8) . To resolve the conservativeness often seen in this approach, we introduce a number of auxiliary variables and inequalities to ensure the tightness in the process of constraint transformation. Together with a new formulation for programming, this leads to an iterative but nearly closed-form solver. The iterative solver presents a performance very close to the SDR method for (17) , and provides us an insight into the structure of robust BFers for CoMP AF relaying.
Recall the formulation of (9) . To relieve the infinite number of constraints in programming, we need to bound the effects of e rj ,si in α i,i and α j,i of (16) Again, the worst e rj ,si will also make the equality hold for the first inequality above. Based on (19) and (20), the SR-SCMP-R criterion of (9) Algorithm 1 A two-tier iterative QCQP scheme for the SR-SCPM-R problem. 
Initialize m = 0 and set λ i (0) = 0 7:
and compute
Set m = m + 1
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end while 11: Evaluate Φ (n)
, ∀j = i.
12:
Set n = n + 1 13: end while 14: if The iterations above converge then 15: Evaluate
ri,si , ∀i.
rj,sj , ∀i = j 17:
18: else 19: The pair {γ 0 , r,s } is infeasible for the given channel realization. 20 : end if can be reformulated as
where (9) have been transformed into finite ones in (21) . And the tightness of the new constraints can be preserved if one can find the optimalv j,i andŵ rj that satisfy the equalities of |h
Although, the formulation of (21) is not in a convex form, given v j,i , the programming can be viewed as a particular form of QCQP in [28] , and will yield the optimalŵ ri provided that v j,i are optimal, too. The same argument applies tov j,i as well givenŵ ri . Based on this idea, we develop a two-tier iterative algorithm to find the v j,i and w ri according to the KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of (21) . The expressions of w ri and v j,i are derived in the appendix followed by a fixed-point iterative scheme to solve their dual variables in Algorithm 1. The algorithm's complexity order is O(N 5 ) per iteration. The iterative method in general guarantees that the solutions satisfy the necessary conditions for (21) . Nevertheless, simulation results show that the resultant BFers perform almost the same as do the BFers obtained with the SDR approach for (17) .
IV. ROBUST BEAMFORMER DESIGN FOR COMP AF RELAYING
In this section, we extend the results obtained previously to study robust BFer designs that also take into account the BSto-RS CSI uncertainties. However, Lemma 1 does not apply to the R-SCPM-R criterion of (8) . To circumvent this difficulty, we adopt below a rather heuristic approach to analyze the structure of the optimal BFers.
Recall the formulation of (8), the uncertainties e rj,si and e bi,ri in fact impose an infinite number of constrains on programming, hence an infinite number of dual variables too. To resolve this difficulty, we may define an error matrix and η i,j = −1, ∀i = j. Take the derivative of (22) w.r.t. W ri and set it to the zero matrix. It is routine to show that
where This echoes the rank-one condition in (14) , though heuristically. Motivated by this approximation, and to keep the complexity low, we still define the form of the BF matrices as w rih
. This idea is also based on the observation from (10) that RSs first combine their received signals withh bi,ri in a sense to maximize their signal to noise ratios. The combined signals are then normalized and beamformed to their associated SSs to maintain the final SINR at SSs. Under this BFer structure, the CU still informs RS i of their own w ri only, and the final SINRs observed by SS i become
where p i are the receive BFers. Clearly, the SINR has a lower bound when its numerator is set to a lower bound, and its denominator set to an upper bound. Following the approach in Section III-B, and using the triangular inequality and the fact that |p 
This lower bound is in general lossy as there exists no e bi,ri that can minimize the numerator of (24) and, in the meantime, maximizes its denominators, too. However, looking at the bright side, this formulation allows us to apply the results in Section III-B to this more general robust design problem if we reformulate the total power of RSs as
Consequently, the original R-SCMP-R problem of (8) is approximated by a rather conservative design criterion of the form
This problem can be solved efficiently with the iterative QCQP solver in Section III-B. More importantly, it allows us to assess the performance degradation due to e bi,ri in h bi,ri . Simulations results are presented next to compare the various BF designs discussed so far. Fig. 3 . An illustration of a three-cell cluster. Each cell in a cluster includes one RS and one SS.
V. SIMULATION STUDIES
We assess the performance of the proposed BFers in a physical-layer simulation model for CoMP AF relaying. In simulations, each data packet in CoMP transmissions consists of 100 QPSK-modulated symbols, and is declared erroneous if any of its demodulated symbols are incorrect. The throughput is evaluated as the number of correctly received bits divided by the total number of channel uses in symbol transmissions, i.e. in bits/(channel use). The maximum number of ARQ rounds is limited to one as the improvement over two is not significant enough. The proposed robust BFer designs are compared with the non-robust ones from the perspectives of power consumptions and feasibilities of BFer syntheses.
When comparing performance of different designs under a total transmit power of P 0 , BFers are synthesized with their design criteria's dual problems in the form of
According to [28] , (28) is, in fact, the dual problem of SCPM, e.g. the SCPM-R criterion of (5), and can be solved efficiently via its SCPM dual, using a one-dimensional bisection search method. On the other hand, when contrasting to ARQ that has no assistance of relays, BSs do downlink CoMP retransmissions by themselves. The designs of BF vectors for BSs in this case still follow the criteria of (5) and (8) as pointed out in Section II-B.
A system topology of a cluster of N = 3 is illustrated in Fig. 3 . To evaluate the pathloss effects in radiation power, the noise variance σ 2 is normalized to 1, and the distance from the BSs to their joint cellular boundary corner is defined as a unit distance. Under this simulation setting, the distances from i,j , where n is the pathloss exponent and i,j (in the unit distance) is the distance between nodes i and j. Given a transmit power of P i for node i, the power received at node j becomes P i −n i,j . For the conciseness of performance comparisons, all channels are considered to be block-faded. Namely, the channel coefficients remain unchanged within the duration of a transmission packet, and change randomly from packet to packet.
As described in the system model in Section II, the crosscell BS-to-RS MAI is ignored in BFer designs. To justify the rationality of this simplification, we first investigate a BFer's performance in two simulated scenarios. Scenario one models all MAIs, while scenario two ignores the cross-cell BS-to-RS MAI. The BFer design follows the criterion of (15) and its dual in the form of (28) . The simulated throughput for the cases of n = 3 and n = 4 when 0 = 0 are drawn w.r.t. P 0 in Fig. 4 . In comparison, the throughput of only using BSs for ARQ is also shown in the figures. For brevity, this type of CoMP transmissions/retransmissions is referred to as the BS CoMP BF in the sequel. Apparently, the throughput gain with CoMP AF relaying is pronounced when P 0 ≤ 15dB, which are typical values when all SSs are close to cellular boundaries. Furthermore, the throughput gains in scenario two are insignificant compared to that of scenario one.
The throughput of CoMP BF schemes versus 0 when P 0 = 10 dB is presented in Fig. 5 . The BFer designs still follow the criteria of (15) and (28) . In simulations, SSs are set to move altogether from the joint boundary corner in Fig. 3 towards their BSs. Clearly, when 0 are small, CoMP AF relaying has an obvious advantage over its counterpart of BS CoMP BF, and it also provides a gain larger than 0.2 bits/(channel use), compared to the zero-forcing (ZF) AF BF method that uses ZF BFers both at the BSs and the RSs. Additionally, throughput of using CoMP AF BF for two-hop relaying is also shown as a reference in the figure. A BS, in this case, first sends data towards its RS with a typical BF method, RSs of a cluster then relay the signals to SSs with the CoMP AF BF method.
We next verify the effectiveness of the proposed robust designs for CoMP AF relaying. All SSs are located at the joint cellular boundary, and the results are averaged over 1000 channel realizations. To assess the feasibility of a CoMP BFer design, the design is considered infeasible for a certain channel realization if it cannot satisfy all SSs' SINR requirements under a maximum power budget, P max , of 60 dB. To contrast to the effectiveness of robust designs, performance of nonrobust designs is also evaluated in simulations.
Algorithm 2 The procedure of power tuning for the non-robust or semi-robust BFer designs. 
is feasible for the given channel realization.
5:
Let P min =0 6: while |P max − P min | > 0 do 7: P= Pmax+Pmin 2 8:
satisfy the required SINR for 30000 sets of channel uncertainties then 10 
is infeasible for the given channel realization. 17 : end if
In non-robust designs, BFers are synthesized with (15) as if CSI feedbacks were perfect even if they are coupled with certain uncertainties. However, to ensure that the SINR constraint can be satisfied with the designs, the powers of the resultant BFers are scaled up to meet all SSs' SINR requirements in 30000 sets of CSI uncertainties whose e bi,ri ≤ b,r or e rj,si ≤ r,s , ∀i, j. To reduce the complexity in simulations, we consider in this case only a cluster of N = 2 as shown in Fig. 2 . A simple bisection method can be used to find the minimum sum power P r of the BFers. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
This kind of non-robust design allows us to investigate the influences of e bi,ri and e rj,si , and the effects that might result from ignoring e bi,ri in BFer designs. The feasible rates of this non-robust design under different types and degrees of uncertainties are presented in Fig. 6 de bi,ri , supposed that the entries of e bi,ri are statistically independent and have zero mean. This implies that the influence of e bi,ri is small given that b,r is small. It also in some sense validates the semi-robust criterion of (9) that ignores e bi,ri .
Performance of the SR-SCPM-R criterion of (9) is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . Both solutions of the SDR method (17) and the QCQP-based scheme (21) shown in the figure. Clearly, the robust design for CoMP AF relaying, (since b,r = 0), is much more power efficient and has a higher feasible rate to maintain the target SINR, γ 0 , and, hence, QoS in ARQ. And the performance of the proposed QCQP scheme is very close to that of the SDR method. The results of the SDR method are obtained with the CVX solver [22] . As for the QCQP scheme, the design is considered infeasible once the number of iterations is greater than 100. As can be seen from subplot (a), the feasible rates of the QCQP scheme are only slightly less than that of the SDR method. Results in subplot (b) also show that the power consumptions of these two schemes are indistinguishable once the QCQP scheme is feasible. In fact, the BF matrices obtained with the SDR method are optimal if they satisfy the rank-one condition. By inspection from simulations, the CVX solver seems always to yield the rank-one solutions. Similar observations have been reported in [26] , [27] as well. This indicates that the proposed QCQP method and Algorithm 1 is an efficient solver. The performance of the QCQP scheme for the R-SCPM-R criterion of (27) is presented in Fig. 8 when b ,r = r,s = 0.2. To verify the efficacy of the robust criterion of (27) , results of the semi-robust criterion of (21) and the non-robust criterion of (15) are also shown in the figure. However, to ensure the robustness, the powers of these two designs are scaled up according to Algorithm 2. The feasible rates of the robust design (27) are higher than that of the design (21) , and the power consumption of the design (27) is still slightly lower. Furthermore, the proposed robust/semi-robust BFer designs for CoMP AF relaying also provide significant gains either in feasible rates or on power consumptions when compared to the non-robust design of (15) or the robust design for BS CoMP BF.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Robust and semi-robust BFer designs were proposed for CoMP AF relaying to maintain the SINR in ARQ in downlink multi-cell networks. The proposed BF methods do not require realtime data exchanges among the different cells of a network, and are able to maintain the SINR under imperfect CSI feedbacks. For the semi-robust criterion of SR-SCPM-R, the SDR method was shown by simulations to achieve a near optimal performance. And the QCQP method also presented a performance very close to the SDR one, and can handle the full robust criterion of R-SCPM-R. Although the optimal design for R-SCPM-R is still an open problem, the QCQP method presents to be an effective solution and is friendly for practical implementations. Simulations also showed that the downlink throughput close to the joint cellular boundaries of a multi-cell network can be effectively and power-efficiently improved with the proposed CoMP AF relaying method. 3) Zero derivative: The zero derivatives of (29) 
